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Abstract
This article analyzes the nature and temporal change of conceptual contributions in marketing scholarship with two complemen-
tary studies. First, based on a computer-aided text analysis of 5,922 articles published in the four major marketing journals
between 1990 and 2021, the authors analyze how conceptual contributions have changed over time using the MacInnis
(2011) framework. Results indicate that over the past three decades, theorizing efforts have strongly favored “envisioning”
and “explicating” at the expense of “relating” and “debating,” with this imbalance increasing over time. Second, the authors
draw on 48 in-depth interviews with editors, department heads, and authors to validate these patterns and uncover the under-
lying mechanisms. The findings indicate that a prevalent thought style has developed in the field—defined by the research ideals of
novelty, clarity, and quantification—that shapes the collective view of how marketing scholars, in their roles as authors, review-
ers, and mentors, can make a valuable contribution to marketing scholarship. This thought style favors envisioning and explicating
contributions and disfavors relating and debating contributions. Jointly, the two studies point to several rebalancing options that
can reinvigorate relating and debating contributions while preserving the current strengths of the marketing field.
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Theories are the bedrock of scientific progress. By systematiz-
ing relationships between concepts (Bagozzi 1984), theories
enable two of science’s major functions: explanation and pre-
diction (Rudner 1966). Despite this importance, scholars have
noted that research in marketing often fails to make meaningful
theoretical advancements. This has been a long-standing chal-
lenge for the field (Jaworski 2011; Lehmann, McAlister, and
Staelin 2011; Wells 1993; Yadav 2010; Zaltman 1997) that
has recently been revived in the Journal of Marketing (Eisend
2015; MacInnis et al. 2020; Moorman et al. 2019a; Zeithaml
et al. 2020). These latest analyses have examined the lack of the-
oretical advancements from various angles, including the frag-
mentation of knowledge (Eisend 2015), the lack of practical
impact (Kohli and Haenlein 2021), the tendency for excessive
complexity (Lehmann, McAlister, and Staelin 2011), and the
missed opportunity for homegrown theories (Zeithaml et al.
2020). While helpful, these studies share limitations that may
prevent them from fully diagnosing the problem.

First, a critical discussion of marketing theory typically
occurs in editorials (e.g., Moorman et al. 2019a; Stewart and

Zinkhan 2006) or conceptual articles (e.g., Jaworski 2011;
MacInnis et al. 2020; Zeithaml et al. 2020), which limits the evi-
dence offered to make this case. As for the few empirical articles
(e.g., Yadav 2010), their insights draw on indirect measures,
such as using the publication patterns of conceptual articles as
a proxy for the evolution of theory engagement. Second, these
studies tend to focus on the choices of individual actors, for
example, by noting that marketing scholars often study topics
of marginal importance or by arguing that reviewers put too
much emphasis on methodological rigor (e.g., Kohli and
Haenlein 2021; Lehmann, McAlister, and Staelin 2011;
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Zeithaml et al. 2020). While important, this view fails to recog-
nize that knowledge emerges through collective discourse
among scholars that is shaped by shared beliefs and norms
(Feldman and Orlikowski 2011).

In our research, we address these issues and conduct two
studies designed to provide more substantial evidence of
changes to theory in marketing and a better understanding of
the mechanisms underlying these changes. Study 1 traces how
scholars have engaged with marketing theory over a 32-year
period. To this end, we relied on a framework devised by
MacInnis (2011) and analyzed four conceptual contributions
marketing scholars can make with their research: envisioning,
explicating, relating, and debating. To examine the prevalence
of these contributions, we developed customized dictionaries
and analyzed 5,922 articles published in the Journal of
Marketing, the Journal of Marketing Research, the Journal of
Consumer Research, and Marketing Science between 1990
and 2021. This analysis revealed distinct patterns reflecting a
change in the type of conceptual advancements: over these 32
years, theorizing efforts have strongly favored envisioning
and explicating at the expense of relating and debating, with
this imbalance increasing over time.

Study 2 validates these patterns and links them to the social
structures defining marketing scholarship. Drawing on the soci-
ology of science (see Fleck 1979; Kuhn 1962), we postulated
that marketing scholars’ beliefs of how knowledge should
advance (i.e., the field’s thought style) affect their decisions
when producing, judging, and disseminating knowledge. To
substantiate the presence of this thought style, we conducted
48 in-depth interviews with current or former editors of the
four journals, the heads of the most productive marketing
departments in the world, and the authors of relating and debat-
ing articles. These interviews indicate that the field follows a
thought style characterized by three scholarly ideals—a quest
for novelty, a quest for clarity, and a quest for quantification
—that guide the decisions that marketing scholars make in
their roles as authors, reviewers, and mentors.

Our research offers important implications for the marketing
field. First, our documentation of the temporal development of
marketing scholarship over a 32-year period indicates that the
field does not suffer from an overall lack of theorizing efforts.
Instead, our analysis suggests that the field has shifted toward
certain types of contributions and that this shift has influenced
the general development of marketing knowledge. Second,
our findings reveal that the tendency to focus on some types
of contributions over others affects citation impact. Those arti-
cles that typically spark the most citations (i.e., relating articles)
are the ones that have experienced the steepest decline, suggest-
ing that marketing scholars may be missing an opportunity to
achieve higher impact with their work. Third, by placing
these findings within the broader social structure of marketing
scholarship, we link this imbalance to a deep-rooted and
implicit thought style that shapes the field’s view on what con-
tributions to theory should ideally look like. Fourth, we derive
several rebalancing options the field can employ to enhance
future theory development. Our emphasis on the field’s

thought style complements existing studies discussing how
the field needs to change to produce more relevant and timely
knowledge (e.g., Lehmann, McAlister, and Staelin 2011;
MacInnis et al. 2020; Yadav 2010; Zeithaml et al. 2020).

Theory Development and Conceptual
Contributions
Theories can be defined as “systematically related sets of state-
ments, including some law-like generalizations, that are empir-
ically testable” (Hunt 1983, p. 10). An evolutionary view of
theory development holds that theories evolve through social
discourse among scholars, within and across scientific fields
(Bergkvist and Eisend 2021; MacInnis 2011). Through creating
and testing theories, scholars gradually build new knowledge.
Put differently, “scientific progress proceeds through an itera-
tive process with conceptual ideas spurring empirical observa-
tion, which in turn give rise to more conceptual ideas”
(MacInnis 2004, p. 1).

Crucial to the evolutionary view of theory development is the
notion of conceptual thinking, defined as “the process of under-
standing a situation or problem abstractly by identifying pat-
terns or connections and key underlying properties”
(MacInnis 2011, p. 140). Simply put, conceptual thinking
allows scholars to generate new knowledge. In the marketing
domain, MacInnis (2011) proposed an influential framework
that discusses the role of conceptualization and identifies four
different types of contributions (see Table 1). These types
differ not only in terms of their conceptual goals, but also in
terms of the skills required for crafting them.

Envisioning contributions open up new theoretical domains,
either (1) by identifying a new conceptual entity (e.g., a new
concept, proposition, or theory) or (2) by revising an existing
one. Identifying reveals the previously unseen, unknown, or
unobservable and directs attention to overlooked but important
conceptual entities. Revising, in contrast, provides alternatives
to existing beliefs and enables the field to rethink established
conceptual entities and their taken-for-granted assumptions.
Fueled by divergent reasoning (i.e., a creative, free-flowing,
and nonlinear thought process), envisioning helps members
break free from prevailing ways of seeing and conceive of
reality in a fresh way (MacInnis 2011).

Explicating contributions detect patterns in emerging or
established conceptual domains, either (1) by delineating differ-
ent facets of an entity or (2) by summarizing empirical regular-
ities. Delineating maps out the nature of a conceptual entity by
shedding light on its antecedents, consequences, or boundary
conditions. Thus, it helps scope and potentially expand a con-
ceptual domain. Summarizing, in turn, takes stock of what is
already known and distills empirical regularities, thereby
helping consolidate a conceptual domain. Both forms of expli-
cating rely on logical reasoning skills, that is, the “ability to
relate what is known in a linear, rational, internally consistent,
and compelling manner” (MacInnis 2011, p. 148).

Relating contributions offer a comparative perspective on a
domain, either (1) by differentiating one or more conceptual
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entities or (2) by integrating a conceptual entity into a broader
body of knowledge. Differentiating decomposes a conceptual
entity into its constituent elements and highlights differences
among elements that were previously considered similar.
Integrating, in turn, connects conceptual entities so far seen as dif-
ferent by identifying similarities and links with the aim of
forming a new whole. Thus, relating plays a vital role in organiz-
ing a conceptual domain andmaking its latent structure accessible
to members of a field (MacInnis 2011). To achieve these ends,
relating relies on comparative reasoning skills to uncover mean-
ingful differences and similarities among conceptual entities.

Debating contributions stimulate critical discourse, either
(1) by advocating a specific viewpoint or (2) by refuting
such a viewpoint. Advocating builds confidence in a particular
stance on a conceptual controversy by providing supporting
arguments and evidence. Refuting, in contrast, undermines
such confidence by challenging supporting arguments and pre-
senting counterarguments. As both advocating and refuting
aim to persuade readers to adopt a particular viewpoint, debat-
ing contributions are normative in nature (MacInnis 2011).
Debating requires syllogistic reasoning skills, that is, a form
of deductive reasoning in which a conclusion is inferred
based on two or more premises that are believed to be true
(Halpern 2013).

Interplay and Balance Among Contribution Types
Although the four types pursue different goals, they are also
interrelated at different levels of analysis. First, at the level of

the individual article, scholars typically aim to make a specific
contribution through their work: Some articles introduce new
conceptual entities (envisioning), whereas others seek to
deepen (explicating), organize (relating), or challenge (debat-
ing) existing knowledge. That said, any single article usually
contains all four types of contributions, albeit to different
extents. Thus, articles can be described through a unique contri-
bution profile, that is, through their specific combinations and
proportions of contribution types. To signal that profile to
their readers, scholars will use corresponding language (see,
for example, some of the terms used to illustrate the different
goals in Table 1).

Second, at the level of a conceptual domain, the four types
affect each other as knowledge gradually progresses. MacInnis
(2011) discusses an evolutionary perspective, arguing that these
types of “contributions reflect the evolution of conceptual ideas
… from their early identification to more complete perspectives
on them. [They thus] capture the development of knowledge
and ultimately reflect the engine of scientific progress”
(p. 152). From this perspective, envisioning contributions intro-
duce new ideas to the field, followed by efforts to delineate
these ideas (explicating) and integrate them into the current
body of knowledge (relating). Finally, contributions that question
apparently agreed-on ideas (debating) may stimulate a new evo-
lutionary cycle.

At the same time, other sequences of the four contribution
types are also possible. For instance, a dialectic perspective
emphasizes the importance of contradiction and conflict
(Putnam, Fairhurst, and Banghart 2016). Using this perspective,

Table 1. Types of Contributions and Their Defining Characteristics (Adapted from MacInnis 2011).

General
Goals Primary Role for Scientific Progress

Specific
Goals Scholarly Practices Critical Skills

Envisioning • To open up new conceptual domains
• To break free from prevailing ways of

seeing and introduce variation into a
conceptual domain

Identifying To discover a new conceptual entity Divergent thinking
skillsRevising To see a conceptual entity in a fresh way

Explicating • To detect patterns in emerging or
already established conceptual domains

• To chart the complexities of a
conceptual domain

Delineating To map out the antecedents,
consequences, or boundary conditions of
a conceptual entity

Logical reasoning
skills

Summarizing To consolidate core insights on a
conceptual entity

Relating • To uncover meaningful differences and
similarities among conceptual entities

• To organize a conceptual domain and
make its latent structure accessible

Differentiating To find differences and decompose a
conceptual entity into its constituent
elements

Comparative
reasoning skills

Integrating To find similarities and connect previously
disparate conceptual entities

Debating • To stimulate critical discourse in a
conceptual domain

• To persuade members to change their
beliefs and opinions and adopt a
particular viewpoint

Advocating To support a way of seeing a conceptual
entity

Syllogistic
reasoning skills

Refuting To contest a way of seeing a conceptual
entity

Kindermann et al. 31



debating rather than envisioning may initiate knowledge devel-
opment processes. Debating may help crystallize opposing
viewpoints, thereby triggering subsequent envisioning, expli-
cating, or relating efforts to reconcile the opposing views in a
synthesis. In a related vein, a life cycle perspective holds that
domains develop along the stages of emergence, conceptualiza-
tion, competition, and consensus (Bergkvist and Eisend 2021;
Van De Ven and Poole 1995). Multiple contribution types can
shape each development stage, with relating and envisioning
adding to debating contributions in the final stage of consensus
building.

Regardless of any particular sequence, each contribution type
plays a vital role in knowledge development. Hence, to make
substantial conceptual advances, academic fields need to
balance the four contributions. As MacInnis (2011, p. 152)
argues, “to the extent that our field emphasizes one type of think-
ing over another, knowledge in the field may be stunted,”making
“attentiveness to the underrepresentation of certain types of con-
ceptualizations and their bases… important.” Yadav (2014) suc-
cinctly summarizes that “in a dynamic, social science discipline
such as marketing, ‘envisioning’ and ‘debating’ articles can
play a very important role in reinvigorating knowledge develop-
ment” (p. 4). While more additive contribution types, such as
explicating, fulfill essential roles, marketing scholars have
recently suggested that the field’s apparent overreliance on
those types might be detrimental to the relevance of the generated
insights (Kohli and Haenlein 2021; MacInnis et al. 2020;
Zeithaml et al. 2020).

Thought Collectives and Thought Styles
We adopt a sociology of science perspective to understand why
certain types of contributions are valued more than others in a
scientific field. The work of Fleck (1979, first published in
1935), which both preceded and, in some ways, generalized
the more popular work of Kuhn (Kuhn 1976; Mößner 2011),
is particularly instructive for our purposes. According to
Fleck, how scholars perceive, think, and act in science is
deeply influenced by the thought collectives they are part of
and the associated thought styles they have adopted (Fleck
1979).

A thought collective is a “community of persons mutually
exchanging ideas or maintaining intellectual interaction”
(Fleck 1979, p. 39). Thought collectives are ubiquitous in
science, art, business, politics, and other areas of social life
(Sady 2021). As thought collectives mature, they develop struc-
tures, supporting institutions, and shared convictions.

More developed collectives contain a smaller inner circle of
specialists (i.e., the esoteric circle) and a larger outer circle of
general experts and interested laypersons (i.e., the exoteric
circle) (Fleck 1979). In fields like marketing, the inner circle
is composed of researchers who advance scholarship in their
roles as authors, reviewers, and mentors. The outer circle may
include practitioners, consumer advocates, and other individu-
als interested in marketing science but not directly contributing.
Each circle relies on the other, with the inner circle advancing

specialist knowledge and the outer circle providing validation
and inspiration. Typically, scholars belong to more than one
thought collective and are part of the inner circle of their scien-
tific collective and of the inner or outer circles of other collect-
ives (Sady 2021).

As thought collectives mature, they develop thought styles.
A thought style is a set of convictions, often taken for
granted, that members share within a collective (Schnelle
1981). These ideals pertain to “the common features in the prob-
lems of interest to a thought collective, the judgment which a
thought collective considers evident, and by the methods
which it applies as a means of cognition” (Fleck 1979, p. 99).
A thought style shapes the conceptual, methodological, and lin-
guistic qualities considered acceptable for scientific investiga-
tion within a collective and the type of ideas worthy of
examination (Fleck 1979). Put differently, a thought style may
define what is studied in a thought collective, how it is
studied, and how it is validated, evaluated, and communicated
(Mößner 2011).

A thought style’s guiding capacity will materialize across the
different roles that scholars have in the collective. A thought
style shapes how scholars select research problems and
methods in their role as authors, how they evaluate the work
of others in their role as reviewers, and how they guide the
development of new scholars in their role as mentors. In the
latter function, a thought style is “transmitted from one genera-
tion to another, by initiation, training, education or other devices
whose aim is introduction into the collective” (Fleck 1986,
p. 99).

While useful as a means to make sense of a field, a thought
style also constrains members’ intellectual openness and may
lead them to discount or even ignore problems, methods, and
findings deemed inconsistent with the thought style. In this
process, the idea is shaped such that it conforms with the
thought style, removing many of the original idiosyncrasies
(Mößner 2011). Fleck (1979, p. 64) considers the thought
style “a definite constraint on thought, and even more; it is
the entirety of intellectual preparedness or readiness for one par-
ticular way of seeing and acting and no other.” In a recent anal-
ysis of consumer research, MacInnis et al. (2020, p. 2) comes to
a somewhat similar conclusion, noting that the “implicit bound-
aries regarding our choices about engaging in consumer
research, while well-entrenched and familiar, blind us to new
ways of contributing to knowledge.”

When examined through the lens of Fleck, the socially contin-
gent nature of conceptual contributions becomes apparent. What
is considered a valuable contribution is likely to depend on the
prevalent thought style of a field. Hence, if one is to identify
the mechanisms that shape the development of different contribu-
tion types in marketing scholarship, the field’s thought style
needs to take center stage. In Study 1, we use a text analysis of
published articles to identify the patterns of contributions in the
field of marketing, as described in the MacInnis (2011) frame-
work. In Study 2, we validate these patterns and link them to fea-
tures of the marketing field’s thought style through a set of
in-depth interviews with thought leaders in the field.
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Study 1: Temporal Patterns in Conceptual
Contributions
The aim of Study 1 was to trace the development of conceptual
contributions in the marketing field through computer-aided text
analysis. To do so, we defined a set of words that would indicate
an article’s conceptual contribution. Although the language
used for describing conceptual domains might change (Kuhn
1987, 1991), we argue that the operators that researchers use
for describing how they contribute are likely to remain stable.
For instance, introducing a novel concept, delineating a novel
relationship, or differentiating two conceptual domains are all
ways of contributing that stay unaffected by possible changes
in the lexicon of specific theories. Thus, our approach consists
of defining dictionaries with time-unspecific operators uniquely
associated with different contribution types.

Sample
We began by compiling a data set of articles from the Journal of
Marketing, the Journal of Marketing Research, the Journal of
Consumer Research, and Marketing Science between 1990
and 2021. We used the EBSCO Business Source Premier data-
base to download the PDF files of those articles categorized as
“Article” or as “Review” (i.e., review articles and surveys of
previous publications), excluding other categories such as
“Book Review,” “Biographical Item,” “Software Review,”
“Editorial Material,” “Notes,” and “Letters.” This procedure
led to a data set of 5,922 articles comprising 57,374,094
words of text (see Table 2). We used optical character recogni-
tion software to convert the PDF documents into text format.
Reference lists were deleted from each article, as these would
introduce unnecessary noise.

Algorithm and Dictionary Development
We employed a rigorous five-step process to develop and vali-
date our algorithm and the associated dictionaries used for the
computer-aided analysis of the 5,922 articles.

Step 1: Definition of target words. We defined a set of “target
words” specified as terms denoting theory and elements of it.
To do this, we reviewed previous literature on the constitutive
elements of theories (Dubin 1978; Van de Ven 2007; Whetten
1989), including words such as “concept,” “hypothesis,” and
“proposition.” We used this initial word list to find synonyms
and semantically related words, drawing on the online database
of WordNet (Fellbaum 2005; “WordNet Search - 3.1” n.d.).
This led to the addition of words such as “prediction” and
“explanation.” In total, this procedure yielded a set of 28
words, including “theory” (see Appendix A for a complete list).

Step 2: Definition of verbs. A search algorithm then scanned the
5,922 articles of our data set for these target words. Whenever
the algorithm detected a target word in the text, it recorded
every verb used in a three-sentence window, including the

sentence containing the target word as well as the preceding
and succeeding sentences. In this manner, we created a list of
verbs that indicate which concrete operators marketing scholars
use when engaging with theory in their work. Put differently,
these verbs reflect what scholars do when referring to theory.
Verbs that appeared outside of these three-sentence frames
were not considered, thus reducing the risk of recording verbs
that are not used in conjunction with theory. After manual iden-
tification and removal of duplicates and erroneously included
words, the preliminary list consisted of 1,302 verbs. The first
author manually evaluated each of these verbs according to
two criteria to ascertain whether they were relevant operators
for our context. First, the verb needed to reflect an operator
that was predominantly used in relation to theoretical entities.
Second, the verb could be assigned unambiguously to one of
the four contribution types. This process led to a list of 67 infin-
itives, distributed relatively equally across the four types.

Step 3: Validation of verbs. To validate the dictionaries and the cat-
egorizations, we implemented two tests. First, the other three
authors independently assigned a contribution type to each of
the 67 verbs. As measures of interrater reliability, we calculated
Cohen/Conger’s kappa and Fleiss’ kappa. This process yielded
values of .88 in both cases, indicating highly similar assessments
among the four raters. The team of authors discussed the seven
cases in which the ratings diverged. For five verbs, differences
in categorization could be resolved; two verbs were eliminated.
This led to a list of 65 verbs categorized into four dictionaries,
one per contribution type (see Appendix B).

Second, we recruited 27 marketing professors to assess the
degree to which they agreed with our categorization. Each pro-
fessor had published at least one article in one of the four jour-
nals (average: 3.4 articles). Participants were presented with the
categorization of each verb and asked to indicate their agree-
ment with this categorization on a five-point Likert scale (1=
“Do not agree at all,” and 5= “Do fully agree”). On average,
the level of agreement for all verbs ranged between 3.93 and
4.96, indicating high agreement with the categorization of
verbs.

Step 4: Word counts. We lemmatized each verb and added its
noun form, if applicable. Based on this list, we ran a search
algorithm across the data set of 5,922 articles. Similar to the

Table 2. Distribution of Articles in Sample.

1990–1999 2000–2009 2010–2021 Total

Journal of Marketing 307 399 561 1,267
Journal of Marketing
Research

364 471 776 1,611

Journal of Consumer
Research

379 572 810 1,761

Marketing Science 228 418 637 1,283
Total 1,278 1,860 2,784 5,922

Kindermann et al. 33



exploratory procedure in Step 2, the algorithm scanned the texts
for the target words (e.g., concept, theory, explanation). Once
the algorithm detected a target word, it counted the number of
words per contribution category from our list of verbs (and
nouns) in a three-sentence window. To reduce the risk of false
positives (e.g., the noun “differentiation” might be frequently
used in an article on brand differentiation without denoting a
relating contribution), we additionally analyzed the title and
keywords of the articles. If any of the words of our list was
present in the title or the keywords, this specific word was not
counted in the article.

For each article, the algorithm noted the number of words
corresponding to each of the contribution types. This procedure
assumed that all articles make an envisioning, explicating, relat-
ing, and debating contribution, albeit to different degrees, and
that each article can be described by a specific profile that delin-
eates the extent to which it focuses on a particular contribution.
To account for the articles’ length, for each article, we divided
the number of words corresponding to each contribution type by
the total number of words in the article. For better readability,
we then multiplied these values by 1,000. As we are interested
in temporal changes within the profiles, we calculated relative
values for each contribution type. First, we summed the absolute
word counts across all contribution types to obtain the overall
number of contribution words included in the article. Second,
we divided each contribution type’s word count by this
overall number to generate type-specific proportions that char-
acterize each article’s contribution profile. These relative
values provided a basis for the subsequent analyses.

For purposes of illustration, Table 3 presents exemplary arti-
cles from the Journal of Marketing that are particularly strong
on each contribution as well as exemplary snippets of the three-
sentence windows (Web Appendix A offers more details,
including examples from the other three journals). In addition,
Table 4 shows how we used our algorithm’s results to identify
exemplary articles for each contribution type across three
popular research domains: customer orientation, brand exten-
sions, and brand relationships.

Step 5: Validation process. To validate the performance of the
algorithm and the dictionaries, we followed a two-step
process. First, we manually coded 600 randomly selected arti-
cles based on the articles’ entire text corpus. Corresponding to
more than 10% of our overall sample (n= 5,922), this subsam-
ple scope is in line with recommendations in the literature
(Humphreys and Wang 2018). The coding was conducted by
two of the authors, who examined each article individually
and, based on this assessment, assigned the two strongest con-
tribution types to the article. As the vast majority of the articles
emphasize one or two contribution types, assigning the third and
fourth strongest type would not have been useful.

Second, we randomly selected 60 of these 600 articles and
manually coded each of the 2,481 snippets the algorithm had iden-
tified. Specifically, two of the authors rated the extent to which the
detected dictionary word in each of the snippets was used as
intended (i.e., describing a conceptual contribution) on a five-point

Likert scale (1= “Weak fit to intended use,” and 5= “Strong fit to
intended use”). After excluding snippets that received a low rating
on this scale, we ascertained the two strongest contributions for
each article based on the sums of valid snippets.

Given that human coding is considered the gold standard in
text analysis (Grimmer and Stewart 2013), we used the two
forms of human coding as a benchmark. That is, we compared
these codings to the algorithm’s results, with the two strongest
contribution types corresponding to the two types with the
highest relative values. We calculated precision, recall, and F1
scores as performance indicators for each contribution type
(e.g., Ebrahimi, Nunamaker, and Chen 2020). We did not
account for specific sequences, that is, whether contribution
type A or B showed higher values, as the differences between
the first and the second strongest contribution type were often
marginal. Table 5 (Columns 1 and 2) shows a comparison
between the two forms of human coding and our algorithm.
Given scores generated in comparable studies (Ebrahimi,
Nunamaker, and Chen 2020; Velichety, Ram, and Bockstedt
2019), the indicators show high performance, with all mean
values above 80%.

To examine how our dictionary-based approach performed
compared with a machine-learning approach, we relied on the
subset of 600 articles and implemented a classifier. We used a
naive Bayes classifier, a classifier that has gained popularity
due to its simplicity and performance in natural language con-
texts (Ko 2017). To train the classifier, we used 70% of the
600 articles and, based on this training set, predicted the two
strongest contribution types for the remaining 30%. We
created six different classification models, including models
that relied on the articles’ full texts and abstracts, and included
unchanged words or words in lemmatized or stemmed forms.1

Next, we compared the results of the various classification spec-
ifications with the benchmark values derived from the manual
coding of the 600 articles. The results in Table 4 (Column 3)
list the highest average performance measures. Given these
values, we conclude that none of the classification specifications
led to a better performance than our algorithm.

Analysis Plan
To examine the development of marketing scholarship over the
32 years from 1990 to 2021, our analysis followed three steps.
First, we wanted to understand how prevalent each of the four
contribution types are and how their relative proportions devel-
oped over time. Second, to comprehend how each of the types
affects knowledge development in marketing, we analyzed each
type’s citation impact. Third, we conducted a number of robust-
ness checks to ascertain that our results are not contingent on the
specific words contained in the dictionaries.

1 We also calculated models with different degrees of support; that is, we varied
the sample size with which each class was estimated to increase confidence in
our results.
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Results
Prevalence and development of conceptual contributions. To
examine the prevalence of each contribution, we compared
the absolute levels of the different types. Across the entire
period (i.e., 1990 to 2021), explicating exhibited the highest
absolute level (M= 1.975, SD= 1.373), followed by envision-
ing (M= 1.369, SD= 1.078). The absolute levels of relating
(M= 1.202, SD= 1.152) and debating (M= .421, SD= .671)
were considerably lower. A series of paired Wilcoxon signed

rank sum tests revealed that the differences between all means
were statistically significant (p< .001). This finding, however,
is not unexpected (see Kuhn 1962). It stands to reason that
more effort is devoted to describing and delineating a new
concept than to integrating or questioning it.

To analyze the development of contributions over time, we
focused on the relative levels of the different types. That is, to
document conceptual shifts in marketing scholarship, we
needed to examine whether the field’s focus on specific con-
tributions relative to, and possibly at the expense of, other

Table 3. Exemplary Snippets for Different Contribution Types (Journal of Marketing).

Contribution
Type Title

Author(s)
(Year) Example Snippet

Envisioning Resistance to Brand Switching When a Radically
New Brand Is Introduced: A Social Identity
Theory Perspective

Lam et al.
(2010)

“Although recent marketing research has begun to
apply this framework to brands (e.g., Donavan,
Janda, and Suh 2006), longitudinal examination of
this phenomenon is almost nonexistent. In light of
this discussion, this study has three purposes.
First, we build on social identity theory (Tajfel and
Turner 1979) and the customer–company
identification framework to formally propose the
concept of customer–brand identification (CBI).”
(p. 129; dictionary word: propose)

Explicating Crisis Management Strategies and the Long-Term
Effects of Product Recalls on Firm Value

Liu, Shankar,
and Yun
(2017)

“Our result is consistent with Eilert et al. (2017),
who show that the stock market punishes recall
delays. Thus, voluntary recall initiation has a
favorable impact on the investors in the long run.
Our study extends knowledge of product-harm
crises and long-term firm value by studying the
underresearched role of postrecall remedy
efforts.” (p. 44; dictionary word: extend)

Relating The Effectiveness of Customer Participation in New
Product Development: A Meta-Analysis

Chang and
Taylor (2016)

“First, drawing on a knowledge management
perspective, we provide a comprehensive
conceptual synthesis of contingency factors in the
customer participation–NPD performance link.
From an extensive literature review, we identify
four critical contingency factors—contextual
factors, customer participation design factors,
relationship factors, and organizational factors
(see Theme 1 of the Web Appendix)—that can
independently or jointly influence the
effectiveness of customer participation. Aside
from a few conceptual integrations about the
drivers and outcomes of customer participation
(e.g., Etgar 2008; Hoyer et al. 2010), there is a
surprising lack of synthesis about contingency
factors in the customer participation–NPD
performance relationship.” (p. 48; dictionary
word: synthesis)

Debating Striking a Balance in Boundary-Spanning Positions:
An Investigation of Some Unconventional
Influences of Role Stressors and Job
Characteristics on Job Outcomes of Salespeople

Singh (1998) “The aim of this article is to address some of the
preceding issues. Because marketers might not be
familiar with the rationale underlying the
unconventional effects, I first review the
literature and develop hypotheses for linear,
inverted U-type, and interactional relationships.
The inclusion of linear effects helps place this
research in a ‘competing models’ perspective.”
(p. 70; dictionary word: compete)
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Table 4. Exemplary Articles per Contribution Type Across Different Research Domains.

Envisioning Explicating Relating Debating

Customer Orientation
Article Spiro and Weitz (1990) Atuahene-Gima and Li (2002) Challagalla and Shervani (1996) Singh (1998)
Explanation In their article, the authors

advance a new
conceptualization of adaptive
selling, that is, the extent to
which salespeople use
different sales presentations
in an encounter. They develop
a corresponding
measurement scale and
explore the nomological net
surrounding the concept.

Building on the assumption
that research has cultivated a
normative bias in favor of
trust in supervisor–
salesperson relationships, the
authors analyze conditions
under which supervisee trust
really enhances sales
performance. The
moderating effects are
examined for a Chinese
sample and a U.S. sample.

In their study, the authors advance
knowledge on the dimensions that
constitute supervisory control.
Results in the selling context
suggest the importance of
distinguishing between
information- and
reinforcement-related elements.

The author critically
engages with previous
approaches to measure
the influence of role
stressors and job
characteristics on
salespeople. The article
questions conventional
wisdom of the specific
shapes of the relevant
relationships, which are
mostly proposed to be
linear, and advocates
alternative perspectives
of, for instance, curvilinear
relationships. In doing so,
the results of this study
also have implications for
actual sales managers.

Brand Extension
Article Mao and Krishnan (2006) Ahluwalia (2008) Zhang and Sood (2002) Monga and John (2007)
Explanation The authors develop a novel

framework to address the
complexity inherent in
extension evaluations of
multiproduct brands. With
the proposed two-process
contingency model, they
move beyond the limitations
of previous conceptualization
of extension fit.

In this article, the author
analyzes contingency effects
for firms’ ability to stretch
their brands, that is, to
introduce brand extensions.
The author finds that
customers’ reactions to
brand extensions depend on
the specific target market and
the attributes of customers
located therein (e.g., relating
to the interdependence of
self-view). Thus, the author
“delineates conditions”
(p. 337) under which brand
stretches are successful.

In this study, the authors analyze
how brand extension evaluations
of adults differ from those of
children. The results of a series of
experiments indicates that in
comparison to adults, children
tend to rely more on surface cues
than on deep cues when evaluating
extensions.

This study advances the
debate on whether there
is a difference between
the ways in which Eastern
and Western cultures
evaluate brand
extensions. The authors
advocate that it is thinking
styles, rather than other
discussed factors, that
cause cultural differences,
which in turn affect
responses to brand
extensions.

Brand Relationships
Article Lam et al. (2010) Yim, Tse, and Chan (2008) Park et al. (2010) Lastovicka and Sirianni

(2011)
Explanation To better understand how

firms sustain customer–brand
relationships and brand loyalty
in the face of disruption, the
authors propose the novel
concept of customer–brand
identification. They embed
this concept into a newly
developed conceptual
framework to explain why
customers switch brands. In
doing so, this study adds a
new perspective to research
on brand switching.

The authors extend existing
customer loyalty research by
delineating “how customer–
staff relationships may
contribute to customer
loyalty” (p. 742) and showing
how these links are
interrelated with customer–
firm relationships. Among
others, the study suggests
mediating effects of
customer–firm affection in
the path toward customer
loyalty.

In this article, the authors provide a
detailed differentiation of the
concepts of brand attachment and
brand attitude strength. Empirical
analyses provide evidence that the
two concepts are related but
differ in important respects, which
supports the unique value of the
brand attachment concept.

With their perspective on
possession love, the
authors provide an
alternative to previously
advanced views that
possessing beloved
objects can help in identity
construction. Specifically,
the authors advocate that
possession love might also
be “rooted in
interpersonal deficit”
(p. 338).

Notes: The selection of the articles in this table was informed by (1) three meta-analyses published in the Journal of Marketing and the Journal of Consumer Research
(Khamitov, Wang, and Thomson 2019; Peng et al. 2023; Zablah et al. 2012) and (2) the contribution profiles generated based on our dictionary approach.
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contributions has changed over the 32-year period. The abso-
lute levels, however, may tell us little about such overarching
shifts since changes in absolute levels may simply reflect
more general shifts in how marketing scholars engage with
theory (for example, when the words used to describe con-
ceptual contributions increase or decrease jointly for all
types).

Figure 1 exhibits the mean value of each contribution type’s
proportion within the relative contribution profile per year. As
this figure shows, envisioning and explicating have become
increasingly prevalent within the overall contribution profile
of articles. These temporal patterns were supported by addi-
tional regression analyses indicating significant and positive
time trends for envisioning (b= .0018; p < .001) and explicating
(b= .0021; p < .001). With average proportions of 30.94% and
43.72% in 2021 (vs. 23.55% and 39.25% in 1990), envisioning
and explicating, respectively, have become the dominant contri-
bution types in marketing articles. In contrast, we detected a
decline in relating and debating contributions within the contri-
bution profiles of articles. This decline was more pronounced
for relating (b=−.0028; p < .001) than for debating (b=
−.0011; p< .001). These two types also represented recessive
contributions: in 2021, the average proportions of relating and
debating contributions were 19.06% and 6.28%, respectively
(vs. 28.18% and 9.02% in 1990).

The preceding results point to an increasing imbalance in
marketing scholarship that is fueled by a growing focus on envi-
sioning and explicating. To substantiate this conclusion, we
conducted two supplementary analyses. First, we examined
whether articles, instead of engaging in broader conceptual dis-
cussions, exhibit an increasing focus on specific contributions.
To this end, we calculated a Herfindahl–Hirschman index for
all articles based on their relative contribution proportions.
Regressing this index on a time variable revealed a positive
coefficient (b= .0006; p < .001), suggesting that contribution
profiles become more concentrated over time.

Second, we analyzed whether the decline of relating and
debating is associated with a corresponding rise in envisioning
and explicating. To this end, we calculated two regression
models whereby we regressed the absolute levels of relating
(debating) on the absolute levels of the other contribution
types, a time variable, and their respective interaction terms.
(Note that we had to rely on the absolute levels for these anal-
yses since the relative levels are dependent on each other.) For
relating, we find a negative and significant interaction term of

the time variable and explicating (b=−.003; p < .05), indicating
that the co-occurrence of relating and explicating declines over
time. For debating, we find negative interaction terms of the
time variable for both envisioning (b=−.004; p< .001) and
explicating (b=−.002; p < .01). These findings suggest that
the co-occurrence of debating and both envisioning and expli-
cating declines over time (see Web Appendix B for full
results). Overall, both supplementary analyses provide support
for the notion that marketing scholarship is becoming increas-
ingly imbalanced.

Impact analysis. To assess the implications of the identified tem-
poral patterns, we examined each contribution type’s associa-
tion with the number of received citations. Again, we relied
on the relative levels of the four contribution types. As elabo-
rated previously, we assumed that all articles feature all four
contributions, albeit to different extents, and were interested
in examining how the focus on one contribution type relative
to the other types affect an article’s citation impact (note,
however, that we controlled for the absolute levels). We
retrieved each article’s citation count from the Web of
Science and used the total citation count as a dependent vari-
able. We employed a negative binomial regression model to
analyze the association with the four contribution types. A sig-
nificant test for the dispersion parameter supported this choice
relative to a Poisson model. Since total citation counts are
highly dependent on article age, we included the publication
year as an exposure variable.

In addition, we controlled for the following variables. First,
we included the absolute number of words associated with
each contribution type to ascertain whether these types exhibit
a relationship with citation count beyond their relative
weights within the contribution profiles. Second, we added
the number of authors to account for changes in the size of
author teams. Third, the variable article type (regular article
vs. review article) controlled for potential changes in the
number of published review articles. Fourth, we accounted for
the articles’ length. Fifth, we considered journal dummies to
control for journal-specific effects. Finally, we included the
publication year as a dummy variable to control for potential
year-based effects. For better interpretability, we standardized
all continuous independent variables.

For the analysis, we used the incidence rate ratio (IRR), a rel-
ative difference measure that compares the incidence rates of
specific events (in our context, the citation impact for different

Table 5. Algorithm Performance Indicators (Mean Values).

Validity Check 1 Validity Check 2 Validity Check 3

Benchmark Coding based on entire text corpus Coding based on snippets Coding based on entire text corpus
Comparison Algorithm Algorithm Classifier
Sample 600 articles 2,481 snippets, aggregated to 60 articles 600 articles
Precision 83.87% 94.50% 73.31%
Recall 86.79% 94.80% 72.29%
F1 84.91% 94.63% 72.67%
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contribution types) (UCLA Statistical Consulting Group 2021).
Debating contributions were defined as the reference category.
Thus, the calculated IRRs need to be interpreted as indicating
citation rates in comparison to debating contributions. An IRR

above 1 indicates an increase in the citation rate, whereas an
IRR below 1 indicates a decrease. Among the four contribution
types, relating contributions were most strongly associated with
increases in citation rates (IRR= 1.221; p= .001). That is, if an
article increases its relating contribution by one standard devia-
tion, its citation rate will increase by a factor of 1.221. This
finding is particularly interesting since relating contributions
exhibited the strongest decline within the overall contribution
profiles of articles (see Table 6 for the full results).

In a follow-up analysis, we examined whether the scope of
an article’s contribution profile (i.e., the extent to which an
article focuses on a single contribution vs. multiple contribu-
tions) is related to its citation impact. To this end, we again
used the Herfindahl–Hirschman indices as a measure of concep-
tual concentration for each article. This analysis showed a
negative impact for conceptual concentration (IRR= .471;
p= .001). That is, the more an article focuses on one particular
type of contribution (at the expense of other types), the lower its
citation impact. Hence, articles that engage in broader concep-
tual discussions of their ideas and findings tend to be cited
more often. These findings are also noteworthy as our temporal
patterns indicate that, overall, the field is moving toward greater
conceptual concentration, with envisioning and explicating con-
tributions increasingly crowding out relating and debating
efforts (see Web Appendix C for a complete reporting of this
analysis and further impact analyses).

Robustness checks. To ensure that our findings are not contin-
gent on specific words, we conducted several checks. First,

Figure 1. Temporal Patterns Within Articles’ Contribution Profiles Between 1990 and 2021.
Notes: Solid lines represent annual averages; dashed lines represent linear time trends.

Table 6. Impact of Contribution Types on Citations.

IRR SE p-Value

Main Variables
Relative: envisioning 1.115 .058 .035
Relative: explicating 1.183 .068 .003
Relative: relating 1.221 .071 .001
Control Variables
Absolute: envisioning 1.081 .039 .030
Absolute: explicating 1.059 .031 .054
Absolute: relating 1.055 .039 .147
Absolute: debating 1.039 .039 .302
Number of authors 1.044 .020 .024
Regular article .563 .058 .000
Article length 1.197 .029 .000
Journal of Consumer Research 1.453 .084 .000
Journal of Marketing 2.359 .134 .000
Journal of Marketing Research 1.317 .075 .000
Year dummies Yes Yes Yes
Constant .145 .024 .000
Pseudo R2 .067

Notes: n= 5,883; Wald χ2(43)= 4,305.33, p< .000. Debating, review articles,
and Marketing Science were used as reference categories. Publication year was
used as an exposure variable. We report robust standard errors.
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we reran the analyses 65 times, with one verb (and the noun
form) excluded from our dictionary in each run. We calculated
the contribution profile for every article across these 65 replica-
tions and subtracted this value from the respective value of our
full model. As the additional runs include fewer words than the
full model (64 instead of 65), fewer hits were found in the texts.
However, the differences between the full model and the
reduced models did not differ between the contribution types
(F(3, 2,883,528)= 1.00, p= .394).

We then analyzed whether the individual words differed in
their effect on the relative contribution type measure. These
analyses showed that certain words exert a stronger effect on
the articles’ contribution profiles than others, likely reflecting
differences in linguistic frequencies. However, we replicated
all the time trends for all contribution types, irrespective of
whether individual words were included or not (see Web
Appendix D for a full reporting of these analyses and additional
robustness checks).

Discussion of Study 1
Study 1 revealed distinct temporal patterns for different contri-
butions in marketing scholarship across a sample of 5,922 arti-
cles spanning 32 years. Over time, envisioning and explicating
contributions take increasing prevalence within articles’ contri-
bution profiles. These increases come at the cost of declining
emphases on relating and debating. However, although relating
contributions have declined substantially, they have the highest
impact on citations, indicating their essential role in knowledge
development. This trend points to a theory production mecha-
nism in which scholars neither sufficiently compare new con-
ceptual ideas to the existing state of knowledge (i.e., relating)
nor judge their potential usefulness (i.e., debating).

These findings are important for at least two reasons. First,
they shine a new light on previous analyses of the development
of marketing scholarship. For instance, Eisend (2015) pointed to
a potential fragmentation of the field, as evidenced by decreas-
ing effect sizes over time. Arguably, this fragmentation can be
attributed to a lack of relating and debating contributions that
typically facilitate a focus on bigger, unifying themes rather
than idiosyncratic findings that may not withstand the test of
time. Our results may also speak to the oft noted lack of rele-
vance of marketing research for the managerial sphere (Jedidi
et al. 2021; Kohli and Haenlein 2021; Stremersch, Winer, and
Camacho 2021). Practical marketing problems are often
complex, multifaceted, and fuzzy. Successfully addressing
such problems requires the skill to assess the relative merit of
different viewpoints and/or integrate them, activities that are
typical of relating and debating. In sum, many of the frequently
discussed challenges of the field may relate to the kinds of con-
tributions it does or does not pursue.

Second, the results of Study 1 point to the larger social struc-
tures that drive the development of contributions. New concep-
tual entities do not emerge in a vacuum but evolve through the
continuous circulation of ideas among marketing scholars. The
temporal patterns may represent tangible manifestations of this

process and can inform our understanding of the implicit
thought style that has produced these patterns (Fleck 1979).
By documenting what the field has chosen to study across 32
years, we provide a starting point for understanding what the
field considers a worthwhile contribution.

Study 2: Underlying Mechanisms Within the
Marketing Thought Collective
Approach, Data, and Analysis
In Study 2, we aimed to validate the patterns revealed in Study 1
and understand the processes and mechanisms underlying these
patterns. Given this twofold objective, members of the inner
circle of the marketing thought collective are well positioned
to serve as key informants. We employed theoretical sampling
to recruit scholars who could provide valuable but diverse
insights into the field’s thought style and its influence on the
development of conceptual contributions. We ended the sam-
pling when theoretical saturation was reached, that is, when
every further interview provided limited additional insights.

First, we interviewed 22 authors who, according to our anal-
ysis, had published articles that were strong in relating or debat-
ing (hereafter referred to as “authors”). Scholars who are strong
in crafting these contribution types may provide valuable
insights as to why these types have declined. Second, we inter-
viewed 15 current and former editors and coeditors of the four
journals (hereafter referred to as “editors”). Editors are key gate-
keepers in knowledge production, as they define and implement
a journal’s aims, including overseeing the review process.
Third, we interviewed the heads of 11 of the globally most pro-
ductive marketing departments, according to the University of
Texas at Dallas ranking (hereinafter referred to as “heads”), as
these scholars can opine on the structural mechanisms encour-
aging or discouraging specific contribution types (see Web
Appendices E–G for more details on our sampling procedure).

In total, we undertook 48 interviews (see Web Appendix F).
All interviews were conducted by the second author between
April 2022 and March 2023. On average, interviews lasted 40
minutes, yielding 433 pages of single-spaced transcripts. The
interviews followed a semi-structured process, with the inter-
viewer relying on a predetermined set of questions; however,
the conversation was free-flowing, and participants were
allowed to broach further issues (see Web Appendix H for the
interview guide). Except for two telephone interviews, all inter-
views took place via Zoom. Following guidelines for rigorous
qualitative research (Gioia 2021; Gioia, Corley, and Hamilton
2013), the author who had conducted the interviews and
another author analyzed the transcripts and notes in a
two-step procedure. First, we employed open coding to move
from raw data to around 1,000 first-order (informant-centric)
codes. Next, we used axial and selective coding procedures to
move toward second-order (theory-centric) codes. Figure 2
shows our conceptual model, and Web Appendices I and J
contain details on our aggregation procedure, our data structure,
and illustrative quotations.
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Validating the Temporal Patterns of Conceptual
Contributions in Marketing Scholarship
One aim of Study 2 was to validate the patterns identified in
Study 1 with key members of the marketing thought collective.
Informants expressed strong agreement with our findings, with
many stating that our analysis mirrored their subjective experi-
ence of the development of the field. For instance, one author
stated, “I find it very interesting that you guys have shown
this, but it also … makes a ton of sense to me as well. I
mean, it’s surprising at one level and not at another” (A12).2

Informants also argued that these patterns hindered the field in
building broader theories and in addressing complex practical
marketing problems.

When pressed to account for these patterns, participants
pointed to three factors. First, marketing scholars increasingly
choose to study topics related to envisioning and explicating,
while disregarding topics addressing relating and debating,
and, collectively, these choices are reflected in the field’s publi-
cation patterns. Second, review processes often change the con-
ceptual thrust of a paper, with reviewers pushing authors to
expound the envisioning- and explicating-related aspects of
their work while holding other aspects in relatively low
regard. Third, PhD programs typically focus on envisioning
and explicating skills, as a result of which the students graduat-
ing from these programs produce contributions aligned with
these skills.

On the one hand, these factors provide a straightforward
explanation for Study 1’s results, pointing to three dominant
mechanisms through which thought collectives produce con-
ceptual advances (i.e., by creating, evaluating, and passing on
knowledge). On the other hand, this perspective cannot
explain why knowledge in marketing has developed in this par-
ticular way. In this regard, informants noted that our findings
need to be interpreted in light of a more general intellectual
lens, with one author noting, “One way all of this can be
explained is differences in the sociology of disciplines. The
culture or … what kind of practices are institutionalized in dis-
ciplines and what practices are almost nonexistent” (A19). From
this perspective, the findings from Study 1 can be understood as
tangible reflections of the field’s implicit thought style. In the
following, we first explore this thought style. We then analyze
how the thought style affects scholars’ decision making across
their different roles in the knowledge creation process.

Exploring the Dominant Thought Style of Marketing
Scholarship
As discussed previously, a thought collective will develop a
prevalent thought style over time (Fleck 1979). These convic-
tions may take the form of stylized ideals that the collective

holds about the correct process of scientific discovery. The
results of our interviews suggested that the thought style of mar-
keting is characterized by three of those ideals: a quest for
novelty, a quest for clarity, and a quest for quantification.

Quest for novelty. Our informants indicated that the field puts a
premium on novelty when judging the value of a conceptual
contribution. That is, to be considered a sufficiently powerful
contribution, a piece of research will need to be seen as focusing
on a novel conceptual entity, and this focus will often be real-
ized through tactically reframing the entity being studied. One
author noted, “I repeatedly had colleagues tell my students
and [me] that we should not present a new test of an overarching
theory as a test of the overarching theory because it would
impair the perceived novelty of what we’re doing. And we
should give it a new name, right? … It’s the next new thing
and you need to hype it up as much as possible” (A4).
Similarly, one head referred to this focus on novelty as
“theory’s version of the bright, shiny object” (H2).

However, interviewees noted that the field was skeptical of
work that focused on extending existing theories and building
a cumulative base of knowledge. This skepticism was consid-
ered to be especially prevalent for theories that were imported
from other disciplines such as economics and psychology.
Very often, such work was thought to lack originality and not
make a large enough contribution to warrant publication in
the field’s premier journals. While concerns regarding the trans-
fer of theories to marketing were considered valid, interviewees
observed that these concerns extended more generally to work
that seeks to create new theories or build on existing ones. As
one editor stated, “If we come up with a new theory and give
it to the discipline, then the reaction is ‘This is old wine in a
new bottle.’ You know, they kill it. If you borrow from
another discipline and bring it here, then they say it’s applied
and it’s not a new theory. … The zone of comfort is small”
(E13).

The interviews also yielded insights as to why the field may
have moved toward a focus on novelty. Informants remarked
that recent years had seen the rise of new phenomena that
have transformed the practice of marketing, such as the emer-
gence of new forms of value creation, the rise of digital ecosys-
tems, and the diffusion of revolutionary consumer technologies.
In such a dynamic environment, building on existing theories
may seem relatively futile, considering that these theories may
be rendered superfluous by the emergence of new phenomena.
As one author noted, “If you look at where the world is today,
we are in this kind of new era of engagement.… Academia was
behind, which is kind of natural, but I think there’s a lot to catch
up on” (A1). Hence, over time, the field may have shifted to a
thought style in which emerging conceptual entities are not
appraised in terms of what is already known about them but
in terms of what is (or at least seems to be) unique about them.

Quest for clarity. Informants also felt that the field assessed the
value of new ideas in terms of their conceptual clarity and
had little tolerance for ideas that were not perfectly spelled

2 To preserve anonymity, interviewees are not referred to by their names.
Instead, all interviewees were assigned an alias consisting of a letter describing
their role (A= author, E= editor, H= head) and a randomly generated number.
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out or that were conceptually messy. This tendency may be det-
rimental to the progress of knowledge. As one editor noted,
“Anything that is new is not polished by definition, because
you’re cutting your way through the jungle. … You’re making
lots of mistakes. But without that, without trying to break
through and create a path, nothing ever happens. What the field
likes is asphalt highways. Well, where you can put the asphalt
highway? You can put it where everything is already cleared”
(E2). Thus, the field seems to follow a thought style that holds
the clarity of a new idea in higher regard than its scope.

This preference for clarity can extend toward single-
mindedness. Conceptual advances often require diverse theoret-
ical perspectives, especially now that many business problems
cross disciplinary boundaries. However, the field is often unre-
ceptive to such approaches, as noted by one editor: “The single
big idea will send you into the jungle and then you start writing
from there. What I really feel the field is missing is someone else
in the same jungle coming in from a different direction. And I
wish they were talking to each other” (E15).

A third facet of this quest for clarity is a low tolerance for
results that fail to provide support for, or even contradict, exist-
ing findings. One author noted that whereas disciplines advance
through a validation principle and a falsification principle, mar-
keting was biased in favor of the validation principle, and find-
ings that aligned with existing knowledge had a better chance of
being published. Another author noted that the field’s inability
to consider conflicting findings a chance for critical debate
stymied progress. Referring to Hegel’s dialectical method of
argument, this author observed: “If you’re more into explicating
…, there is less room in a way for synthesis, contraposing [a]
thesis and antithesis.” Instead, empirical studies that tackle an
existing thesis are often positioned to “shoot down the original

thesis. But I think if you follow the Hegelian philosophy as a
framework, you say there’s a thesis, there’s an antithesis, they
both have value and they both have demonstrability, and we
learn from that opposition” (A14).

Again, the emergence of this ideal may have been spurred by
the more general development of the field. Informants observed
that the field may have reached a stage of maturity where many
of the essential concepts have been mapped out and where the
field has fragmented into different subfields. This maturity, in
turn, may foster a thought style focused on conceptual clarity.
That is, when the field was beginning to chart its intellectual
boundaries, it may have been more willing to accept a certain
level of messiness in the interest of a greater conceptual scope.
However, after reaching a critical level of maturity, scholars
may have felt that the field affords a proper conceptual basis
for studying new phenomena. One author noted, “I think that
the technical demands for getting work published are greater
than before. And maybe as a consequence, we have come to
demand more precision. I think we have become less tolerant
of messiness. … I think it was different 20 years ago” (A20).

Quest for quantification. A third ideal shaping the prevalent
thought style is a focus on empirical analysis and the quantifica-
tion of the conceptual entity being studied. Whereas our infor-
mants considered marketing’s methodological competence to
be one of the core strengths of the field, they also noted that
this focus may shape how marketing scholars generally think
about creating new knowledge. On a more operational level, a
thought style focused on quantification will lead to an emphasis
on methodological sophistication at the cost of conceptual rele-
vance, a problem that has been noted in previous analyses (e.g.,
Kohli and Haenlein 2021; Lehmann, McAlister, and Staelin 2011).

Figure 2. Theoretical Model.
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One head argued that the field viewed articles that did not feature
data as failures, stating, “If you publish an article like that, quite a
few people might say, ‘Well, that’s not research.’ … I think a lot of
thought pieces are viewed as ‘You just sat around and, you know,
twiddled your thumbs’” (H1).

On a more substantial level, a focus on quantification may
also affect how scholars approach the process of scientific dis-
covery. Informants felt that the field has increasingly relied on
a reasoning style based on quantification. In the process of
developing an idea, empirical arguments were felt to trump con-
ceptual ones, even to the extent that conceptual arguments need
to be accompanied by empirical support to be accepted.
Referring to the growing quantification of science, one author
noted: “When you put something in an equation, it is definitive.
When you describe it in words, it is still a work in progress”
(A19).

Finally, the ideal of quantification may affect not only how a
problem is studied but whether it is studied. Informants indi-
cated that the field was attracted to those problems that can be
answered readily and unambiguously through empirical, quan-
titative analysis. However, this tendency may unintentionally
change the logic of scientific inquiry. Informants noted that
many times, problems seem to be constructed around the data,
as illustrated in this poignant statement by an editor: “I’ve got
a cool data set. Let me create a problem that can be answered
with this data set” (E2). In such cases, the research process
will be triggered by the availability of a data set, and the idio-
syncratic properties of the data set will determine the question
being studied, irrespective of whether that question is important.

Again, our interviews suggested that the rise of this ideal may
be linked to developments external to the field. Recent years have
witnessed an explosion of quantitative methods and of data, both
in the digital domain (e.g., data that can be gathered from the
internet) and the behavioral domain (e.g., data that can be
obtained from platforms such as Amazon Mechanical Turk).
This development may have fostered a thought style focused
on quantification; that is, scholars may tend to adopt a data-driven
approach in their intellectual endeavors because such an approach
has been made possible through technological advances. An
important manifestation of this change concerns the relative
weight given to quantitative arguments over conceptual ones.
One head recalled: “Back then, you had this one shot [at
running a study] and if it didn’t work, then you published the
paper saying, ‘Here’s the theory, but we didn’t find support for
it.’ Right now, you have to keep running the same study until
it works perfectly” (H3). As this statement suggests, the increase
in the available data and methods may have resulted in a shift of
the thought style from developing and presenting a conceptual
idea to testing and confirming it.

How the Thought Style Shapes the Marketing Field’s
Views on Conceptual Contributions
The three ideals discussed in the preceding sections are central
components of marketing research’s thought style. These ideals
strongly influence the field’s conceptual contributions by

shaping what marketing scholars consider valuable research.
As our findings indicate, envisioning and explicating contribu-
tions align much better with the three ideals and the broader
thought style they are embedded in than relating and debating
contributions.

First, a quest for novelty is likely to favor efforts at envision-
ing but disfavor efforts at relating. By introducing new ideas
that have not yet been apprehended, envisioning directly
aligns with the particular notion of novelty the field has come
to embrace. Conversely, while relating also creates new concep-
tual ideas, it does so in reference to existing knowledge and is
therefore at odds with the field’s understanding of novelty.
One author noted, “By relating [your findings] too much to
other research, you’re penalized by doing so because reviewers
then are engaged in an idea of ‘What is your contribution of this
work?’” (A11).

Second, a quest for clarity favors efforts at explicating but
disfavors efforts at debating. As explicating contributions
focus on questions with relatively clear boundaries, they will
typically succeed in providing relatively clear answers to
these questions. Conversely, debating involves taking a new,
and possibly contentious, view on existing knowledge,
thereby questioning the very notion of conceptual clarity.
Hence, to the extent that the field values clarity, it may have
little appreciation for debating contributions. One author
observed, “A trend … [is] to view the scientific process as a
zero-sum game, so that attempting to make a theoretical
advance or a theoretical claim is somehow viewed as a threat
to previous claims” (A9).

Third, a quest for quantification favors efforts at explicating
but disfavors efforts at relating and debating. Again, because
explicating focuses on relatively well-defined problems, it
lends itself to a form of scientific discovery and validation
that draws on quantified arguments. As one author observed,
“With small problems, you can unambiguously establish causal-
ity. With big problems, you cannot, because too many things are
involved” (A18). Conversely, relating and debating often draw
on nonquantified (i.e., conceptual) arguments and are therefore
at odds with the field’s dominant view on how knowledge is to
advance.

How the Thought Style Affects the Decisions
of Marketing Scholars Across Different Roles
While the preceding arguments point to a general alignment
between the field’s thought style and particular types of contribu-
tions, the interviews also showed that the thought style affects
marketing scholars’ more specific decisions across their different
roles in the knowledge creation process, namely in their roles as
authors, reviewers, and mentors. These decisions favor envision-
ing and explicating contributions but disfavor relating and debat-
ing contributions. These effects are discussed next.

The rise of envisioning and explicating. In their role as authors,
scholars need to choose a topic of inquiry (i.e., what to study)
as well as a path of inquiry (i.e., how to study it). Fleck
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argues that these choices are deeply influenced by the field’s
thought style: “Problems we choose to solve do not come
from a neutral reservoir of problems which existed prior to
the development of sciences, but we choose those which are
born on the ground of a thought style imposed on us” (Sady
2021).

As elaborated previously, there is a better alignment between
the field’s thought style and envisioning and explicating contri-
butions. A quest for novelty is better served by envisioning,
whereas a quest for clarity and a quest for quantification
better align with explicating. In support of this argument, infor-
mants remarked that scholars often choose to study trendy
topics that can easily be positioned as novel and for which
data are readily available. However, as noted by an editor,
these topics may not be the most pressing ones for the field:
“Problem selection is very artificial. It’s not driven by its impor-
tance. It’s driven by other factors like ease of getting data, you
know, ability to find a certain effect” (E14). Importantly, the
tendency to focus on topics that are, or at least seem, novel
and can be quantified easily may lead to a self-validating
cycle in which new topics will seem to be relevant simply
because they are studied by many people.

In their role as reviewers, scholars need to evaluate the work
of their peers. While the review process is, in principle, an open
intellectual discourse, our findings suggest that scholars often
base their assessments of other people’s work on the field’s
thought style. First, for reasons of intellectual consistency and
self-validation, scholars tend to hold the efforts of other scholars
to the same standards as their own. Second, from a more proce-
dural perspective, relying on the standards engendered by the
thought style makes the review process easier, as this involves
evaluating an article along familiar dimensions. As an editor
noted, “One of the problems is, when you’re reviewing you
have limited time. What are you going to do? You’re going to
evaluate based on the stuff you already know” (E2).

Assuming that scholars assess the work of other scholars based
on the field’s thought style, review processes may tilt papers
toward contributions aligned with this style. Our informants iden-
tified several examples of this effect. One author noted that a
paper’s theoretical framework is typically heavily discussed in
the review process, with reviewers often suggesting that authors
adopt a different framework than the one originally presented. A
different framework, however, might not fit the storyline of the
paper to the same extent, thus causing authors to position the
paper more strongly along the novelty of the effect (A7).
Similarly, mirroring a quest for quantification, reviewers often
ask authors to respond to more conceptual concerns with quanti-
tative arguments. As one head noted, “There’s an expectation
on the part of authors and reviewers that there will be something
to justify [an argument]” (H3). In this manner, review processes
may push papers to espouse a stronger focus on envisioning and
explicating than the authors may have originally intended.

It is important to note that the author role and the reviewer role
are inextricably linked, because most scholars will be both authors
and reviewers. Due to their experience as reviewers, authors will
likely have a good idea of the concerns that reviewers will

typically bring up and will ex ante align their intellectual efforts
with these likely concerns, a process that one editor called the
“anticipated review process” (E5). This process, too, may encour-
age envisioning and explicating contributions. As authors under-
stand that papers that align with the prevalent thought style are
easier to defend in an uncertain review process, they may tend
to focus on these kinds of contributions in the first place.

In their role as mentors, scholars pass on knowledge to new
members of the marketing field, a role that is formalized in PhD
programs. Here, informants observed that many PhD programs
had undergone vast changes in the past years, with a growing
focus on the teaching of methodological skills at the expense
of more conceptual skills. This changing focus was felt to
have a strong effect on the contributions produced by new
members. For instance, informants noted that the rise in expli-
cating contributions may also be attributed to the fact that
these contributions are easier to create. However, the (per-
ceived) difficulty of conceiving and implementing a research
project is directly contingent on the skills one has developed
as a scholar. Hence, if PhD programs mostly convey skills con-
ducive to explicating, younger scholars may find other types of
contributions proportionately more challenging.

The decline of relating and debating. While the preceding sections
have identified factors that encourage envisioning and explicating,
our findings also point to factors that undermine relating and debat-
ing. Regarding the author role, scholars may fear that relating and
debating do not align with the field’s thought style. Thus, the quest
for novelty clashes with the idea of advancing knowledge through
building on existing theories (i.e., relating). Indeed, positioning a
topic as novel may require detaching it from existing knowledge,
thus portraying the topic as more unique than it is. As one head
noted, “People pretend that what they’re doing is new when, in
fact, it actually has antecedents, roots, … precursors that might
have had different names” (H9). Furthermore, the quest for clarity
conflicts with both relating and debating, as these contributions
seek to build new knowledge in reference to existing knowledge.

The interviews also pointed to more complex patterns between
the thought style and the production of relating and debating con-
tributions. Informants noted that the field’s growing interest in
meta-analyses and replication studies may reflect a renewed inter-
est in relating (in the case of meta-analyses) and debating (in the
case of replication studies). Yet, this interest may also be attributed
to the fact that meta-analyses and replication studies present quan-
tified forms of relating and debating, thereby satisfying the thought
style’s ideal for quantification. One head stated, “I think what our
field has fallen back on is meta-analyses instead of conceptual
papers. … There’s an empirical component to [meta-analyses]
which is hard to argue with. … That’s why you’re seeing more
meta-analyses published in the last ten years” (H3).

Regarding the reviewer role, our findings suggested that review
processes may push papers away from relating and debating
because of a lack of standards for assessing these contributions.
One editor noted, “Our review process is very strongly oriented
toward … logical, hypothetical, deductive-type research. … And
when you try to do something that falls outside that fairly
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narrow construal, then you’re judged by standards that are not
appropriate to the type of work that you’re doing” (E10).
Hence, papers focused on relating and debating are very vulnera-
ble in the review process, with one head noting that this vulnera-
bility “is so extreme that the chance of coming out of it [the review
process] unscathed is actually quite low” (H6).

Similar to some of the effects described previously, this
effect may partially result from the interdependencies between
the role of an author and that of a reviewer. Because scholars
do not focus on relating and debating in their own work, they
may not only lack the skills for assessing these aspects in
someone else’s research; they may also fail to encourage
authors whose work they are reviewing to engage in relating
and debating, leading to what one author called a “terrible
cycle” (A6). As a result, review processes may also compromise
those sections of a manuscript reserved for conceptual debates,
namely the general discussion (GD). As noted by an author,
“The GD is a missed opportunity to actually build scientific
insights, to build knowledge. … Through the review process,
the GD sometimes becomes a place where you have to continue
to explicate rather than relate and debate” (A3).

Regarding the mentor role, informants noted that many PhD
programs no longer included courses focused on theoretical and
conceptual skills. One head stated, “Being in the field a long
time, I realized it was important that PhD students be exposed
to thinking very broadly about what it means to empirically val-
idate something, what are theories. … I haven’t seen anything
like that debate go on in marketing in probably 20 years. It’s
almost like we’re done with that” (H1). As a result, authors,
especially younger ones, may lack the skills to craft contribu-
tions that fall outside the field’s thought style, namely relating
or debating contributions that typically require strong concep-
tual skills. As one editor noted, “I think people less and less
know how to write an article like this, frankly. … If you do
just empirical, empirical, empirical, and suddenly you’re sup-
posed to write a conceptual article—not easy” (E5).

Discussion of Study 2
Drawingona sampleof 48 in-depth interviews,Study2developeda
conceptual model that helps explain the patterns revealed in Study
1. Thefirst layer of thismodel identifies thefield’s thought style and
three research ideals—aquest for novelty, clarity, andquantification
—that it takes for granted. The second layer of the model links this
thought style to thedecisionsmarketing scholarsmakeacrossdiffer-
ent professional roles. Finally, the third layer elaborates how these
decisions favor envisioning and explicating contributions but disfa-
vor relating and debating contributions. In sum, Study 2 clarifies
that the temporal patterns revealed in Study 1 are explicit manifes-
tations of the field’s more implicit view of what does and does not
constitute a valuable contribution to marketing scholarship.

General Discussion
With this research, we make three contributions to the literature
on theory development in marketing. First, Study 1 shows that

the nature of the conceptual contributions produced by market-
ing scholars changed significantly over the 32 years from 1990
to 2021, with an increasing emphasis on envisioning and expli-
cating and a decreasing emphasis on relating and debating.
These developments may hinder the long-term progress of
knowledge. A lack of relating may lead to an accumulation of
isolated findings, causing the field to miss broader, connecting
themes; a lack of debating may prevent theory pruning, the
process of challenging and removing conceptual entities that
do not withstand the test of time. In both cases, the field’s
ability to provide answers to timely and relevant marketing
challenges may be significantly stunted.

Second, Study 1 also reveals that the different contribution
types are associated with different citation impacts, with relating
contributions generating the largest number of citations. Given
that relating contributions showed the sharpest decline over the
32 years, this finding is particularly surprising. A lack of relat-
ing may not only preclude more sizeable conceptual advances at
the level of the field; it may also undermine the potential impact
of any individual publication. Put differently: if marketing
scholars want to achieve a higher impact with their work, they
need to make more effort to relate it to the existing knowledge.
This conclusion is also supported by Study 1’s finding that arti-
cles engaging in broader conceptual discussions (i.e., those with
a lower focus on single contributions) generate more citations.

Third, Study 2 uncovers some of the underlying mechanisms
driving these trends, finding that the patterns revealed in Study 1
can be attributed to the field’s thought style. Apart from illumi-
nating marketing’s thought style, Study 2 also contributes by
charting the effects of this style across different academic
roles. That is, the temporal patterns documented in Study 1
are not only the result of the decisions that scholars make in
their roles as authors, but also the result of their decisions as
reviewers and mentors. While all of these decisions may align
perfectly with the roles’ guiding norms, collectively they may
undermine the progress of the field, as evidenced by an increas-
ingly imbalanced pattern of contributions.

In light of these findings, changing the balance of conceptual
contributions may require alterations to the thought style of the
field. Our intention is not to call into question the value of the
thought style as a whole. Many of the field’s strengths—such
as its empirical sophistication and its ability to tackle new phe-
nomena—can be attributed to its thought style. At the same
time, if the field does not adjust its thought style, it may not
only miss out on a broader intellectual discourse but also fail
to address contemporary marketing challenges adequately.

At first sight, changing the thought style may seem daunting,
as it is deeply ingrained in the practices of the field. However,
thought styles continuously evolve through social interactions
and the associated circulation of ideas (Zittel 2012). When
examined through this lens, shaping the thought style can be
viewed as shaping the social interaction patterns of a thought
collective (Fleck 1979). Figure 3 captures two dimensions
along which these patterns can vary: who the partners (the
inner or outer circle) are and whether the focus is on the market-
ing or other thought collectives, such as related fields. Using
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these dimensions, rebalancing the social interactions of the field
may unfold in four ways.

Rebalancing Social Interactions Within Marketing’s
Inner Circle
Reinvigorating relating and debating contributions will require
changing social interactions across all three roles discussed in
our analysis. Regarding the author role, journals will need to
emphasize editorial policies that encourage authors to focus
on relating and debating. Such policies can relate to the level
of individual articles (e.g., emphasizing relating and debating)
or the level of the journal. As an example, the Journal of
Marketing’s “Challenging the Boundaries” series is a promising
mechanism to stimulate relating and debating (Moorman et al.
2019b). Neighboring fields can provide further inspiration.
Organization Studies, for example, publishes so-called Agora
articles, short essay-style pieces that take up big ideas to
spark further theorizing. The Journal of Management Studies
formalizes debating through its point-counterpoint sections in
which several articles discuss controversial topics from different
perspectives. Introducing and perpetuating such formats will
help establish relating and debating contributions.

Regarding the reviewer role, editorial policies will need to
ensure that reviewing practices align with the contribution an
article aims to make. This will require editors to define explicitly
reviewing criteria for contributions focused on relating and debat-
ing (Yadav 2010). More generally, editorial policies should create
safe spaces for contributions that fall outside of the thought style.
In doing so, journals would also address a concern often voiced in
the interviews. That is, informants noted that authors may feel that
relating and debating contributions have too high a risk of being
rejected and may thus stay clear of such contributions. By decreas-
ing the (perceived) risk associated with relating and debating, edi-
torial policies would increase the likelihood that authors actually
work on and submit such contributions.

Finally, regarding the mentor role, PhD programs will need to
emphasize conveying conceptual thinking skills more strongly
(MacInnis 2011; MacInnis et al. 2020; Zaltman 2016), including
a broader understanding of the process of scientific discovery. As
one author noted, “At the very least, [there are] two kinds of cau-
sality. That is, statistical causality or … logical causality. But …
most people do not know much about logic” (A18). In addition, a
crucial part of the mentoring process is guiding young scholars on
their first research projects (Yadav 2020). At this point, new
members of the field begin to form their notion of what it
means to create knowledge, and here, their mentors must empha-
size the value of relating and debating.

Rebalancing Social Interactions Beyond Marketing’s
Inner Circle
Changing the thought style will also require changing the interac-
tions beyond the inner circle. First, vertical interactions—between

the members of a field’s inner and outer circles—should be
designed to integrate practitioners, consumer activists, and
policy makers more comprehensively into theory development
(Moorman et al. 2022). While several fertile forums have
already been established (e.g., the Theory+ Practice in
Marketing conference), members of the outer circle may take
more substantial roles as coauthors, reviewers, or mentors of
junior scholars. Such efforts could help fuel relating and debat-
ing contributions by allowing scholars to understand better the
complexity of practical marketing challenges. As one author
noted, “Business problems in the real world, people don’t
see it as a one-sided optimization problem. But we make it
into it … because we think we are true scientists in a way
that we are not” (A14).

Second, horizontal interactions—with the inner circles of
other thought collectives—allow for the cross-collective con-
ceptualization of both established and emerging marketing phe-
nomena. These interactions, which may take the form of joint
special issues, workshops, or funding schemes, need to go
beyond applying conceptual entities from other fields to market-
ing phenomena. Instead, they need to be truly integrative and
connect conceptual entities from both thought collectives, fos-
tering theory blending instead of theory borrowing (Moorman
et al. 2022; Okhuysen and Bonardi 2011; Shaw et al. 2018).

Third, lateral interactions—with the outer circles of other
thought collectives—can promote debating by bringing so-called
proto-ideas to the marketing field. Initially, proto-ideas take the
form of broad metaphors or analogies without substantial scien-
tific grounding (Brorson 2000; Fleck 1979). Even though proto-
ideas tend to be vague when they first enter a thought collective,
they can inspire fundamental debates that help augment or even
rethink existing conceptual entities (Fleck 1979; Sady 2021).
For instance, Hahn and Knight (2021) use proto-ideas on the
ontological foundations of quantum mechanics to redirect exist-
ing conceptualizations of organizational paradoxes. While such
proto-ideas may spur conceptual advances, their inherent messi-
ness will require the field to resist what one head called the
“desire to look for problems where somebody can put the prover-
bial bow on the problem” (H6).

Taken together, these rebalancing options have the potential
to reinvigorate relating and debating. Such interrelated changes
in social interactions, thought styles, and contribution types do
not need to come at the expense of the field’s traditional
strengths. Quite to the contrary, combining these strengths
with a greater ability to connect different knowledge domains
and a greater appreciation of critical debate may help us
tackle problems that are messier but more reflective of the com-
plexity of contemporary marketing challenges.

Limitations and Future Research
This study has some limitations that call for future research.
First, our textual analysis only covered marketing scholarship
published after 1990 and drew on only four journals. While
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this limitation can be attributed to the complexity of text analy-
sis, it confines the conclusions we can draw from the data.
Arguably, in 1990 (i.e., the start of our observation period),
marketing had already reached maturity as an academic field,
thus raising the question of whether looking at the formative
stages of the field would have led us to observe different or
similar contribution patterns. Likewise, it is unclear whether
the patterns we found at the field’s core (as reflected in the
four major journals) generalize to the field’s periphery (as
reflected in domain-specific journals).

Second, our analysis identified different temporal patterns
for different contribution types, but did not address specific evo-
lutionary paths. As discussed previously, knowledge in market-
ing does not necessarily develop in a linear fashion (i.e., starting
with envisioning and ending with debating). Against this
background, it would be important to examine whether and
how different trajectories of contributions affect knowledge
development. This avenue would require going beyond the
theory-neutral approach adopted in this research and analyzing
how conceptual domains or theories (e.g., brand equity,

relationship marketing) evolve over time through different con-
tribution patterns (Bergkvist and Eisend 2021).

Third, although we took great care to validate our dictionar-
ies, we acknowledge that the use of particular words in an article
may not always correspond to the actual contribution. Authors
might have chosen specific words to create the impression of
making a certain contribution, while the reality does not
support this. At the same time, it seems unlikely that articles
using a language disconnected from their factual contribution
would pass the highly competitive review processes. In this
regard, future research should not be bound to the dictionaries
developed in this study. Instead, such studies should reassess
the validity of our dictionaries or devise detection approaches
tailored to their specific data sets.

Finally, while our analysis of the field’s thought style draws
on a broad and rigorous qualitative analysis, future research
should extend our findings. For example, it may be interesting
to examine whether the three ideals identified in this research
are unique to marketing or whether they also apply to other sci-
entific fields. Arguably, a quest for quantification may reflect a

Figure 3. Rebalancing Options for the Marketing Field.
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broader shift toward an increasingly quantified view of science
fueled by sweeping technological developments. However, a
quest for novelty may be more specific to marketing and may
reflect the field’s desire to achieve a unique standing vis-à-vis
base disciplines such as psychology and economics (Zeithaml
et al. 2020).

Although many aspects remain unexplored, our research
intends to provide a novel view on the issue of theory in market-
ing and to support more balanced theory development processes
in the future, both on the level of individual contributions and in
the field as a whole.

Appendix A: Target Words
abstraction, assumption, boundary, causal, concept, conjecture,
construct, discipline, domain, explanation, framework, hypoth-
esis, knowledge, laws, linkage, logic, model, perspective, pre-
diction, principle, proposition, rationale, reasoning, relation,
relationship, science, theory, view

Appendix B: Dictionary Verbs per
Contribution
Envisioning
build, create, detect, discover, explore, identify, introduce,
invent, modify, propose, rearticulate, reclassify, reconceptual-
ize, reconsider, reconstruct, redefine, respecify, rethink, revise

Explicating
associate, clarify, connect, consolidate, contextualize, delineate,
expand, explain, explicate, extend, mediate, moderate, qualify,
refine, specify, summarize

Relating
categorize, classify, differ, differentiate, distinguish, integrate,
misclassify, organize, reconcile, relate, reorganize, subclassify,
synthesize

Debating
advocate, compete, conflict, contest, counterargue, criticize, cri-
tique, deny, disagree, dismiss, falsify, lament, neglect, oppose,
rectify, refute, rejoin
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